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Superior Gold-Discovery!
Phenomenal Drilling Success: Newly discovered zone of mineralization
indicates another huge gold system! Buy alert!

+++ Sensational Discovery: New gold system found +++
+++ Will the company discover 10-30 million ounces of gold at the
„Perfectstorm PSZ“ target in addition to the rapid growing Goldstormsystem? +++
+++ No major gold producer or investor could ignore Tudor Gold any
longer +++
+++ You can place your bet now on this takeover candidate! +++

Tudor Gold (WKN: A2AJ7Y, Frankfurt: TUC / TSXV: TUD) published yesterday a
sensational news release, which should lead to an immediate re-evaluation!

+++
The world-class explorer announced further spectacular results from the drill
season this year on Treaty Creek in B.C., Canada:
Drill hole GS-20-73 intercepted 775.5 meters averaging 0.932 g/t Au Eq.
including an intercept with 1.506 g/t Au Eq over 229.5 meters;
Drill hole GS-20-68 intercepted 793.15 meters averaging 0.561 g/t Au
Eq;
Drill hole GS-20-72 intercepted 726 meters averaging 0.507 g/t Au Eq

+++
New Major Discovery: Tudor Gold discovers another gold bearing
mineralization structure on the Treaty Creek Project called "Perfectstorm
PSZ"! Can we expect a 10-30 million ounce gold treasure?

Three drills = three hits! The results of the first three drill holes from
"Perfectstorm PSZ" are really impressive:
Drill hole PS-20-01: 133.5 meters averaging 0.594 g/t Au Eq.
Drill hole PS-20-02: 151.0 meters averaging 0.621 g/t Au Eq.
Drill hole PS-20-03: 220.5 meters averaging 0.402 g/t Au Eq.
+++

Dear readers,
on July 27th, Tudor Gold announced the latest exploration results from its
extensive 2020 drill program. Since then, shareholders and market participants
have been waiting eagerly for news updates.

After so much waiting, finally we got there: As expected, Tudor Gold (WKN:
A2AJ7Y, Frankfurt: TUC / TSXV: TUD) delivered series of super strong news in
the latest press release (link here). Here is a summary with our commentary:

1. Discovery Hole on a new drill target called “Perfectstorm PSZ”! Like
Goldstorm, this target is also located on the flagship project Treaty
Creek. Tudor Gold encounters gold in all three initial drill holes.
The third PSZ System drill hole was a 300 meter step-out to the
southwest to drill hole 1 and 2. Important: The large identified magnetic
anomaly (= exploration target) is at least 1.5 kilometers long and 500 to
800 meters wide. We therefore see an ENORMOUS EXPLORATION
POTENTIAL, which could be in the order of magnitude of the Iron-Cap
deposit of Seabridge Gold (33.05 million ounces of gold in all resource
categories) only 3 km away!!!
2. Hole GS-20-73 extends the 300 Horizon Zone averaging 1.506 g/t AuEq
over 229.5 meters over an interval of 775.5 meters averaging 0.932 g/t
AuEq.
3. Expansion of the mineralization zone at Goldstorm along the northeast
axis to 1,100 meters! The zone was previously extended from 850 to
1,000 meters with the step-out drill hole GS-20-64. With the two drill
holes, the length of the system increases significantly by 29%. This
increases also the conceptual exploration target significantly.
4. The exploration season at Tudor Gold is still running at full speed with 6
axctive drill rigs. Tudor is one of the very few companies in the "Golden
Triangle region" that will deliver continuous newsflow into the winter
months. Most companies in the region often only drill until September.

Let's take a quick look what Ken Konkin, P.Geo., Vice President, Project
Development at Tudor Gold, stated in the press release:
We are very pleased to have intersected significant gold-copper-silver porphyryrelated mineralization within a large magnetic anomaly called Perfectstorm (PSZ). This
magnetic anomaly is located along a relatively evenly spaced frequency of large
deposits following the Treaty-Sulphuretes Thrust Fault, approximately mid-way
between the Iron Cap Deposit to the southwest and our Goldstorm System to the
northeast. Results obtained from PS-20-01 and PS-20-02 on Section 89+00 NE
demonstrate the consistency within these two drill holes completed off the same drill
pad. PS-20-01 intersected 0.594 gpt AuEq over 133.5 meters while PS-20-02 intersected
151 meters of 0.621 gpt AuEq. The third PSZ System drill hole was a 300 meter step-out
to the southwest and this hole (PS-20-03) intersected 220.5 meters of 0.402 gpt AuEq
on Section 86+00 NE. The results suggest that the system is open to expansion to the
southwest and to the northwest. The exploration target area is at least 1.5 kilometers
long and 500-800 meters wide. We are very excited to see the results confirming that

large mineralized polymetallic systems occur at a predictable frequency along the
Sulphuretes-Treaty Thrust Fault belt. We are planning an aggressive diamond drill-hole
program for 2021 to further expand the limits of the PSZ S em po en ial
mineralization, searching for the center of the metal pile as we have successfully done
with the Goldstorm System.

Walter Storm, President and CEO, stated:
We a e delighted to see continued success from the Treaty Creek drill program. Not
only are we getting excellent results from all the drill holes completed this year, we have
also discovered a new mineralized system at Perfectstorm. This demonstrates the
remarkable potential that our flagship property holds. However, we must now focus all
our exploration efforts on completing the drilling at Goldstorm. We intend to continue
our 150 meter step-outs to the northeast on Section 115+50 NE as well as expand the
drilling to the southeast and northwest along Sections 110+00 NE, 111+00 NE, 112+50
NE and 114+00 NE. The Goldstorm System remains open in all di ec ion and a dep h

We see ENORMOUS EXPLORATION POTENTIAL at the drill target “Perfectstorm
(PSZ)”!
A reference of the possible size of the system (= exploration target) can be
found when looking to Seabridge Gold‘s Iron Cap deposit, which is only 3 km
away in distance. So far, a total of 33 million ounces of gold have been
delineated there in all resource categories (link here)!
We expect the drilling season 2021 to be extremely exciting for "Perfectstorm
PSZ" / Tudor Gold!

Source: Tudor Gold Corp.

As already stated in previous articles (link here), shares of Tudor Gold offer one
oft the largest gold leverages in the precious metals sector! While investing,
you are betting here on a unique exploration story with a great chance to
achive a significant outperformance compared to the gold price!

Tudor Gold has been one of the top performing stocks among the estimated
2,000 - 3,000 listed resource stocks since 2019. After a deep read of the press
release, the community will quickly realize the tremendous potential of the
new discovery. (the well-positioned team of geologists led by the worldfamous and award-winning Ken Konkin has discovered another large gold
treasure!)
We conclude, stock price appreciation to levels above CAD$ 5, 6 and 7 should
be only a matter of time!

Quelle: Stockcharts.com

Tudor Gold is your lottery ticket in this dynamic precious metal bull market
and a first-class M&A takeover target by larger gold producers!
Don't miss the opportunity.

For all new readers, we have briefly put together some background
information on Tudor Gold:
Tudor Gold is a precious and base metal exploration company with properties in the 'Golden
Triangle' of British Columbia, an area of producing or past producing mines and several large
deposits near potential development. The 17,913 hectare Treaty Creek project (in which Tudor
Gold has a 60% interest) is bordered to the southwest by Seabridge Gold Inc.'s KSM property
and to the southeast by Pretium Resources Inc.'s Brucejack property The company controls
100% of the 'Electrum' project. In addition, Tudor has 'earn-in' options and is 100% involved
in other projects in the 'Golden Triangle'.
F
he
h e c e f he T ea C eek c ai b de i g Seab idge G d c ce i
areas, the Sulfurets Thrust Fault leads from the Seabridge Iron Cap deposit to the Tudor Gold
Goldstorm system. The 'Goldstorm' zone is located five kilometers northeast of Seabridge's
'Iron Cap' deposit.

The "Golden Triangle" region is one of the productive gold regions in Canada over 80 million ounces of gold and over 17 billion pounds of copper have
already been found in the immediate vicinity by the world-class explorer Tudor
Gold!

Source: Tudor Gold Corp.

Top Facts & Highlights about Tudor Gold Corp:
Prime location: Huge land package in the famous Canadian 'Golden Triangle' region more than 80 million ounces of gold have already been discovered within a few
kilometers.
The flagship project 'Treaty Creek' is right next to the largest world-class deposits and
mines. (Seabridge Gold and Pretium Resources)
Extremely promising project portfolio with over 35,518 hectares of concession areas,
spread over four projects.
Treaty Creek' is close to good infrastructure: the nearest road and power line are
only around 20 km away.
Excellent geological location of the acquired land packages in mining-friendly British
Columbia, Canada.
Top Management - Very experienced and successful team under the leadership of
the renowned Walter Storm, co-founder of the Canadian mining company Osisko
Mining. Ken Konkin, a multi award-winning geologist, has led the drilling program
since 2019. He was instrumental in the discovery of Pretium Resources 'The Valley of
Kings deposit.
World-class drill results at flaggship project ‚Treaty Creek‘: e.g.
Drill hole GS-20-65: 1.161 g/t AuEq over 930 meters including 2.12 g/t AuEq
over 348 meters;
Drill hole GS-20-57: 0.845 g/t AuEq over 973 meters including 1.40 g/t AuEq
over 217.5 meters;
Drill hole GS-20-64: 0.983 g/t AuEq over 550.55 meters including 1.482 g/t Au
Eq over 154.5 meters;
Drill hole GS-20-73: 0.932 g/t AuEq over 775.5 meters including 1.502 g/t Au
Eq over 229.5 metres;
Drill hole GS-20-68: 0.561 g/t AuEq over 793.15 meters;
Drill hole GS-20-72: 0.507 g/t AuEq over 726 meters;
Drill hole GS-19-42: 0.849 g/t AuEq über 780 meters including 1.275 g/t Gold
Eq over 370.5 meters within the 300 horizon zone;
Drill hole GS-19-47: 0.697 g/t AuEq over 1,081.5 meters including 0.867 g/t
AuEq over 301.5 meters within the 300 horizon zone;
Drill hole GS-19-52: 0.783 g/t AuEq over 601.5 meters including 1.062 g/t Au
over 336.0 meters in the the 300 horizon zone;
Drill hole GS-19-48: 0.793 g/t AuEq over 927.0 meters;
Drill hole GS-19-49: 0.800 g/t AuEq over 826.5 meters including 1.080 g/t Au
over 249 meters;
Drill hole GS-19-50: 0.681 g/t AuEq over 577.5 meters;
Drill hole CB-18-39: 1.086 g/t AuEq over 563.8 meters
Enormous exploration potential most parts of the exploration projects are still
largely unexplored.

Tudor Gold's concession areas have the potential to be in the two-digit millions of
ounces of gold area.
Tudor Gold is a prime M&A acquisition target.
Strong support for the 'Tahltan First Nation': Signing of a commitment and
communication agreement.
Clear vote of confidence - as of July 10, 2020, more than 50% of the shares were in
the hands of CEO and company founder Walter Storm (32.5%) and commodity star
investor Eric Sprott (19.7%).
The stock is on the buying radar of countless gold investors - everyone is waiting for more
news flow from the 2020 drilling season in the next few weeks and months!
The company plans to publish an initial NI-43-101 resource estimate later this year.

Information about Tudor Gold Corp:
Name: Tudor Gold Corp.
Equity-Ticker Germany: TUC
Equity-Ticker Canada: TUD.V
Last stock price in Germany (Frankfurt): € 2.32
Last stock price in Canada: CAD $ 3.51
ISIN: CA89901P1071
WKN: A2AJ7Y
With speculative greetings,
Jörg Schulte
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